
  

 

 

A    )  ).نمره( 3)  جملات زیر را با کلمات داده شده کامل کنید. ) یک لغت اضافی است 

                       

  1. It is not ………………………….. that Peter got the best grade. He was studying very hard. 

  2. My friend, Reza, has a …………………………… handwriting. Nobody can write same as him. 

  3. The clothes you put on …………………………….. your personality. 

  4. All ……………………….. tourists enjoyed watching historical sites in Shiraz. 

   5. Do you really believe that life ……………………… on the planet? 

  6. Our English teacher has long ………………….. . He has taught for 27 years. 

B )  ( .2مناسبترین گزینه را انتخاب کنید )نمره 

  7. I am angry with my brother. Whenever I see him in his room, he is …………………. the Net. 

          a) surfing          b) eating                c) shopping            d) jogging 

   8. Flowers……………………… in size and color.     a) disappear       b) endanger    c) vary     d) destroy 

   9. Radio, television, telephones, newspapers are all means of …………………. . 

      a) translation       b) explanation    c) population         d) communication 

  10. There are seven ……………….. in the world such as Europe, Asia, Africa. 

       a) continents       b) percents     c) opinions    d) besides 

C  )    جملات ستونA    را به ستونB  در ستون . وصل کنیدB .نمره( 2) یک لغت اضافی است 

                                         A                                                                                                           B 

11. the art of producing beautiful writing using special pens                                           a) discount 

12. the activity of making pots, dishes, etc out of clay                                                       b) unique 

13. unusually good and special                                                                                             c) addiction 

14. the need to take a harmful drug regularly, without being able to stop                      d) calligraphy 

                                                                                                                                                 e) pottery 

D )  نمره( 2)  پیدا کنید و در جاهای خالی بنویسید. برای کلمات زیر مترادف 

             

 

     15. fortunately = …………..     16. make = ………….   17. largely = ……….   18. small = …………….. 

     19. sad = ……………      20. powerful = ………….    21. vary = ………….  22. true = ……………….. 
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    luckily  -   strong – tiny - depressed  - correct – greatly   - differ - form 

  exists   -  surprising – experience – reflect – absolutely – unique - foreign 



 

E  )  ( .گزینه صحیح را انتخاب کنید ) نمره( 3) گرامر                                                                 

     23. “ How …………….. in the bookshelf?”              “Just one” 

         a) much book are there    b) many books are there  c) many books there are  d) many books is there 

     24. She ……………….. a lot since morning.    a) works     b) is working   c) has worked    d) worked 

     25. He has promised ……………….. the letter soon.    

         a) to answer    b) answered    c) answering    d) answer 

    26. ……………..for a long time made me …………….. . 

          a) Working / tired     b) To work / tired     c) Work / tiring       d) To work / tiring 

    27. If you don’t wash fruits before eating them, you ………………….. sick. 

          a) gets       b) got      c) are getting       d) will get 

    28. My father bought a ………………. of rice for 70000 tomans.  a) loaf     b) slice    c) bag    d) bottle 

 

 F   ) در جملات زیر فاعل(subject)   فعل   و(verb) مفعول  و(object) ( . 2را پیدا کنید )نمره  

   29. The teacher speaks English very fast.            30. Two weeks ago, Mina passed the exam successfully. 

 

G ).نمره( 3) ( جاهای خالی را با کلمات داده شده پرکنید. ) یک لغت اضافی است 

 

 

 All languages are really valuable, ….. (30) ..… their differences. Every language is a/an ….(31).… means 

of communication that meets the ……(32).…. of its speakers. It is ..…(33).…. to imagine the world 

without language. Therefore, we must …..(34).…. all languages, no matter how …..(35)..… they are and 

how many speakers they have. 

H  )( .3با توجه به معنی و مفهوم  متنهای زیر مناسبترین گزینه ها را انتخاب کنید )نمره 

36. Many people of the countries produce handicrafts and sell them to the tourists. 

    In the above sentence, the word “ them “ refers to ………………  . 

      a) people        b) countries          c) handicrafts          d) tourists 

 

 

 

 صفحه دوم

different – impossible – amazing – despite – needs – native - respect 



 

 

37. Sina says “ I haven’t gone to the mountain for a long time. I like to stay at home and watch DVD.  

    I have bought a lot of things to eat.”    We understand from the above sentence that Sina ………….. 

       a) has a healthy life       b) is very active        c) is very clever       d) is a coach-potato 

38.  In learning a foreign language, interest and hard work are more important than age. 

       It means that …. 

       a) learning a language at an early age is very important. 

       b) If parents send their children to a language institute even by force, it may be better. 

       c) interest is enough to reach a goal 

      d) A hard-working and interested person can learn a foreign language even if he or she starts learning later. 

I  ( .متن زیر را بخوانید و به سوالات آن پاسخ دهید )نمره( 4 

In order to know a foreign language completely, four things are necessary. First, we must understand 

the language when we hear it spoken. Second, we must be able to speak it ourselves correctly. Third, we 

must be able to read the language, and we must be able to write it. And the last one we must be able to 

make sentences that are grammatically correct. There is no easy way to success in language learning. A 

good memory is a great help, but it is not enough only to learn rules from a grammar book. It is not 

much useful long lists of words and their meaning, studying the dictionary. We must learn by using the 

language. If we are happy with only a few rules we have learned, we are not really learning the language. 

Practice is important. We must practice speaking and writing the language whenever we can. 

 

39. The most important things to learn a foreign language are……………. . 

A. understanding and speaking                                 B. understanding, speaking, reading and writing 

C. writing and understanding                                    D. writing, speaking, reading 

40. Which of the following is the most important in learning a foreign language? 

A. a good memory.                                                    B. speaking and writing. 

C. practice                                                                 D. a good dictionary 

41. Only way to learn a language is using long lists of words and their meanings.       True        False 

42. A good memory is enough to learn a foreign language.                                             True        False 

 

 صفحه سوم




